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IPDA England Committee 

• Active involvement in practitioner 
professional development: research and 
delivery

• Regular meetings as a committee, joint 
and partnership events and activities

• Contribute to our professional 
learning, our career progression, our 
understanding of the ‘community’

• Provide emotional support through a 
shared enterprise, feeling of shared 
values, problem-solving



How do my networks sustain me?
The benefits of collaboration in academic life

Dr Karen Vincent

Canterbury Christ Church University



Slow 
networking:
My networks 
have 
developed 
slowly over 
time by..

• Regularly attending conferences TEAN; IPDA; 
TACTYC; CCCU

• Studying for PGCHE and EdD

• Developing research threads/lines of enquiry e.g 
The role of play in HE; the uniqueness of ECITE

• Being a member of Twitter

• Volunteering for the IPDA committee –
Secretarial role

• Saying ‘yes’ to new opportunities that open up

• Looking for connections between my different 
roles – ECCORP and IPDA



Some of the 
IPDA England 
collaborations 
I have been 
involved in 
2020-22

IPDA Blog – Thriving or surviving in ITE

Chapter in book : Being a Teacher Educator during the Covid-19 Pandemic 
(White and Timmermans, 2021)

Symposium at IPDA conference

Presenting my research at IPDA conference

Collaborative papers

Twitter slow chat on teacher wellbeing

IPDA India event

Early Childhood Community of Research and Practice at CCCU:  Early Years 
and wellbeing event

Early Childhood Community of Research and Practice at CCCU event: 
Narratives of Early Childhood Initial Teacher Educators

Joint collaboration with IPDA Scotland – ECF – in development

Teaching Difficult Issues conversation with Judy Pace - forthcoming



Opportunities 
IPDA has 
offered me

Being: 
Connecting 

with a 
diverse 
range of 

education 
professional

s has 
opened my 

eyes to 
possibilities



Professional networks and shared values

Dr Elizabeth White

University of Hertfordshire



Developing my
networks: 
why? 

• broadening opportunities for professional 

learning

• counters isolation one can experience within 

home institution

• enabling collaboration on areas of shared interest

• giving a stronger sense of identity and purpose

• sharing common values

• synergy – enabling better balance to workload

• empowering – becoming more brave with others

• cross-fertilisation of ideas

• impact – can give further reach to research

• motivating and enjoyable
Hodkinson, H. and Hodkinson, P. (2005) Improving schoolteachers’ 
workplace learning, Research Papers in Education, 20(2), pp. 109–131.



Enabling the 
development 
of practice













Questions and reflections 

• How can we better understand the benefits these networks bring to 
practitioners’ professional learning, professional development, 
professional wellbeing etc?

• What else do these networks bring to us, and what do we bring to 
them?

• What are the challenges of maintaining these networks?

• How can we support the practitioners we work with, and/or our 
colleagues, to engage in professional networks?

• How can we ensure that all practitioners are able to engage in, 
benefit from and contribute to these networks?


